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The Application Interview Applications are received in a variety of ways: walk-in, drop-off, mail-in, fax or web. You must
offer every applicant the opportunity to have a telephone interview, unless the applicant is applying in person and could
be interviewed in-person on the day of application, or, the applicant requests an in-person interview regardless of the
method of application.

Hiring managers and employment specialists recommend waiting at least a day before following up. The
initial follow up is more or less a thank you note. Send an email to let them know you enjoyed the interview
and learning about their company firsthand. Include a sentence or two about your continuing interest in the
position and let them know you are available if they have additional questions. If you failed to ask any of the
questions from the link above or about their hiring timeline, ask them in the follow-up email. That lets them
know you continued to think about the interview and looked for ways to improve it after it ended. Be
Professional We all like to think we put our most professional self in front of the interviewer, but we all make
mistakes or answer at least one thing wrong. There is no excuse for misspelled words in an email! If you made
any errors in the interview, the employer probably chalked them up to you being nervous, unless they were
significant mistakes. Misusing industry terms is a great way to get your resume thrown in the trash. Keep your
email simple and stay on topic. Thank them for the opportunity to interview with the company, find out when
they plan to hire someone, and use spellcheck. The purpose of the interview is for you to push yourself and try
to look your best in the eyes of the interviewer. You can do it very briefly in the follow-up email as well. In as
few words as possible, let them know why you think you are an excellent fit for the position. What if the
Timeline has Passed? Keep this email simple and to the point like your initial follow up. Ask them if they
filled the position, or if they extended the timeline. Mention you are still interested in the job and ask them if
you can do anything to improve your chances. Check Your References Contact people you plan to use as a
reference before listing them. Tell them you are applying for a position and describe the position to them.
Follow up with your references a few days to a week after the job interview. Ask them if the company
contacted them. If the answer is yes, find out what questions they were asked and how they answered them. If
the answer is no, ask them to let you know if they hear anything. Know When to Give Up At some point, you
have to move on and apply for another one or stick with the job you have until a position you want pops back
up. Follow up a day or two after the interview and follow up a second time after a couple of weeks or if the
hiring deadline passed; but end it there. My skills and education seem to be an excellent match for the job. In
addition to my artistic skills and my enthusiasm, I am assertive, punctual, and goal oriented. I appreciate the
time you invested in our interview. I am very interested in the position, and I look forward to hearing from
you. End the email sincerely and include your name, email address, phone number, and any online profiles
you think will aid you. If you interviewed with more than one person at the same company, send a follow up
thank you email to both interviewers. Do not copy them on the same email. That makes you look lazy no
matter how you attempt to justify it. The Short List of Tips on the follow Up after an Interview Use this
checklist as a quick guide to follow up after a job interview: Send a different email to each person that
interviewed you Change the emails enough that it appears you composed them separately Send a quick thank
you email even if you changed your mind about the job Wait at least a day for the first follow up Never send a
third follow up Let them know you appreciated their time and that you are more interested in the position now
Add a sentence or two about why you believe you are perfect for the job Proofread three times and use
spellcheck Never demand a response or an answer from the interviewer Conclusion We stress not going
overboard in your follow up. However, you can use the follow up to clean up any mistakes you made during
the interview or correct poorly answered questions. If an answer you gave is bugging you, use this opportunity
to clarify or correct your answer. Explain, very briefly, that you worried about a specific answer and you feel
like your response was not the best response. Then answer the question the way you wish you answered it
during the interview. If you follow our advice, you stand a better chance of landing the position you are after,
provided you are qualified for the job. Never pester the interviewer for an answer. If they were interviewing
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several people, it might take a day or two before they find time to respond to your email. The important thing
is that you did follow up and you followed the rules.
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Application & Interview Process If you're a graduate of an accredited US or Canadian medical school, please submit
your application through the Electronic Residency Application System (ERAS). Once your application has been
reviewed, you will receive an e-mail stating the status of your application.

The list and approach has evolved over the years, as I think it should, and I think it represents a good balance
between technical content and the philosophy around desired answers. Humans are bad at interviewing
because we are full of biases. The goal of interviewing should be to extract the best from the candidate, not to
trick them, make them uncomfortable, or otherwise keep them from shining. Maintain a mentality of
matching, not of filtering. The worst manifestations violating these principles are things like: Be willing to
constantly evaluate your questions including these below to make sure they are not based on pet, gotcha,
puzzle, or pressure. So, onto the questions. What are your first three steps when securing a Linux server?
Encryption Does TLS use symmetric or asymmetric encryption? Have them talk through how each are used.
The key sorry is that they understand the initial exchange is done using asymmetric and that bulk data
encryption requires speed and therefore symmetric algorithms. In public-key cryptography you have a public
and a private key, and you often perform both encryption and signing functions. Which key is used for which
function? Describe the process of a TLS session being set up when someone visits a secure website. Look for
the standard responses, with the client sending helo with ciphers, server responding with a public key and
picking a cipher, agreement on a shared key, etc. But then dive deeper into the questions below.
Cryptographically speaking, what is the main method of building a shared secret over a public medium? And
if they get that right you can follow-up with the next one. If they get that far, make sure they can elaborate on
the actual difference, which is that one requires you to have key material beforehand RSA , while the other
does not DH. Blank stares are undesirable. What kind of attack is a standard Diffie-Hellman exchange
vulnerable to? Man-in-the-middle, as neither side is authenticated. What is Forward Secrecy? Encoding is
designed to protect the integrity of data as it crosses networks and systems, i. It is easily reversible because the
system for encoding is almost necessarily and by definition in wide use. With hashing the operation is
one-way non-reversible , and the output is of a fixed length that is usually much smaller than the input. What
is an IV used for in encryption? An IV is used to initiate encryption by providing an addition third input in
addition to the cleartext and the key. In general you want IVs that are random and unpredictable, which are
used only once for each message. The goal is to ensure that two messages encrypted with the same key do not
result in the same ciphertext. What are block and stream ciphers? What are the differences, and when would
you use one vs. Block-based encryption algorithms work on a block of cleartext at a time, and are best used
for situations where you know how large the message will be, e. What are some examples of symmetric
encryption algorithms? ECB just does a one-to-one lookup for encryption, without using an IV, which makes
it fairly easy to attack using a chosen-plaintext attack. The difference in results can be remarkable. And the
goal is not to be cute. Look for a smile like they caught you in the cookie jar. Network Security What port
does ping work over? A trick question, to be sure, but an important one. If they start throwing out port
numbers you may want to immediately move to the next candidate. An answer of either is a fail, as those are
layer 4 protocols. Do you prefer filtered ports or closed ports on your firewall? Look for a discussion of
security by obscurity and the pros and cons of being visible vs. Basically anything intelligent in terms of
discussion. There can be many signs of maturity or immaturity in this answer. If they get it right you can
lighten up and offer extra credit for the difference between Linux and Windows versions. Many people think
that it first sends a packet to the first hop, gets a time. Then it sends a packet to the second hop, gets a time,
and keeps going until it gets done. Does he absolutely hate Windows and refuse to work with it? This is a sign
of an immature hobbyist who will cause you problems in the future. Is he a Windows fanboy who hates Linux
with a passion? If so just thank him for his time and show him out. Linux is everywhere in the security world.
Describe the last program or script that you wrote. What problem did it solve? How would you implement a
secure login field on a high traffic website where performance is a consideration? Other good responses
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include those around using solid, dependable frameworks, and not building your own. What are the various
ways to handle account brute forcing? Look for discussion of account lockouts, IP restrictions, fail2ban,
commercial versions thereof, etc. What is Cross-Site Request Forgery? Not knowing this is more forgivable
than not knowing what XSS is, but only for junior positions. A victim just loading that page could potentially
get logged out from foo. How does one defend against CSRF? Nonces required by the server for each page or
each request is an accepted, albeit not foolproof, method. If you were a site administrator looking for incoming
CSRF attacks, what would you look for? This is a fun one, as it requires them to set some ground rules. How
does HTTP handle state? What exactly is Cross Site Scripting, and how would you explain it to a year-old??
Stored is on a static page or pulled from a database and displayed to the user directly. What are the common
defenses against XSS? Input Validation and Output Sanitization, with focus on the latter. Instead we have a
ton of unfixed things and more tests being performed. A variation of this is something like: Look for people
who get this, and are ok with the challenge. This is a big one. It is this sort of perspective that I think
represents the highest level of security understandingâ€”-a realization that security is there for the company
and not the other way around. Knowing basics like risk, vulnerability, threat, exposure, etc. Just look for solid
answers that are self-consistent. If you were to start a job as head engineer or CSO at a Fortune company due
to the previous guy being fired for incompetence, what would your priorities be? Imagine you start on day one
with no knowledge of the environment. Where is the important data? Who interacts with it? Ingress and egress
filtering. The key is to see that they could quickly prioritize, in just a few seconds, what would be the most
important things to learn in an unknown situation. This one is opinion-based, and we all have opinions. Focus
on the quality of the argument put forth rather than whether or not they chose the same as you, necessarily. My
answer to this is that vulnerabilities should usually be the main focus since we in the corporate world usually
have little control over the threats. Another way to take that, however, is to say that the threats in terms of
vectors will always remain the same, and that the vulnerabilities we are fixing are only the known ones.
Therefore we should be applying defense-in-depth based on threat modeling in addition to just keeping
ourselves up to date. Both are true, of course; the key is to hear what they have to say on the matter. Industry
Wisdom Are open-source projects more or less secure than proprietary ones? The answer to this question is
often very telling about a given candidate. My main goal here is to get them to show me pros and cons for
each. The ideal answer involves the size of the project, how many developers are working on it and what their
backgrounds are , and most importantly â€” quality control. There are many examples of horribly insecure
applications that came from both camps. Can you describe rainbow tables? Look for a thorough answer
regarding overall password attacks and how rainbow tables make them faster. What is salting, and why is it
used?
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As explained in the Interview Preparation webpage, the NVC will forward your application and any other documents you
sent to the NVC to the U.S. Embassy or Consulate prior to your interview. You must bring all your original forms and
documents with you.

The Application Interview Applications are received in a variety of ways: You must offer every applicant the
opportunity to have a telephone interview, unless the applicant is applying in person and could be interviewed
in-person on the day of application, or, the applicant requests an in-person interview regardless of the method
of application. Any applicant, including an applicant who applies in person at the TAO may be eligible for
expedited service. However, an expedited screening cannot occur until an application interview is conducted
first. Entering answers to the expedited questions from a SNAP application without speaking to the applicant
does not qualify as an expedited screening. Each application for benefits includes a question that applicants
must answer about whether they have a disability that interferes with their ability to meet certain Department
requirements. Cold Call Attempts If you receive an action to process a SNAP application and the document
meets the minimum processing requirements, you must cold call the applicant to try to conduct an interview
and expedited screening. If the call is not answered, you must schedule an appointment to take place within 7
days of the missed manual cold call. The day after the missed manual cold call, the DTA Assistance Line will
start making three calls per day, spaced two minutes apart. These automated cold calls will only be made for
pending SNAP applications with no interview conducted. If the applicant picks up and an interview is
conducted, the household will not receive any further calls. If you have time now, please press 1. We are
trying to reach you to conduct your interview earlier. We will call you again in a few minutes. Please note that
if you call us back, you will be required to wait on hold. We will call you again tomorrow. Expedited
Screening The application interview takes place before expedited screening or may occur on the same day. If
you reach the applicant through a manual cold call, you must attempt an application interview. If the applicant
is available for the application interview, you must also conduct an expedited screening. Important As a rule,
you must schedule the application interview to be conducted by telephone unless the applicant requests a
face-to-face interview or the applicant does not have telephone service. Note Effective September 4, you will
be unable to complete the Immediate Needs questions until an interview is held and the Interview page is
updated. It is considered a negative error or an invalid case action for Quality Control purposes if the NOMI is
not sent and the household is subsequently denied.
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Some tests are conducted as part of the job application process, and others will take place further along in the hiring
process - after the interview and prior to a job offer. 06 Interview Process.

What can you do, other than play the waiting game, to prepare yourself? When browsing through this article
you will find some helpful hints to prepare you for the interview process. This will include some common
McDonalds interview questions and answers that will likely be asked of those applying for multiple positions.
The franchise company prides itself on employing people from all walks of race, religion, and background. In
this helpful guide we will discuss a few McDonalds interview questions asked of people applying for an
hourly position as a crew member or shift manager, as well as a corporate position of communications
supervisor. You will have a one-on-one interview with a Manager of the company who will ask a few critical
questions. The franchise now has companies located in 33 different countries! Mention your love for
providing quality service and be sure to show up for the interview clean cut and squared away. If the job
requires you to stand for long periods of time, expect to be on your feet all day. If you notice in the job
requirements that you will be asked to provide proof that you are over a certain age, consider bringing the
proper documentation with you to your interview. Arrive Early It is considerate to show up on time for
interviews and appointments. However, when you show up early you are really going above and beyond. What
better way to prove that you are a perfect fit for the company than to show up early before the job is even
yours? This shows that you value the time of the interviewer, as well as the company. Dress for the Job You
Want When interviewing for a position it is important to dress for the job you want. This typically consists of
slacks and a partial button up polo shirt. Therefore, it would be appropriate to wear dress slacks and a nice top
to your interview. If you have reviewed some common McDonalds job interview questions this eliminates a
lot of the stress from the situation. What is your favorite menu item? Answer this as if you are selling me the
product. Do you find it easy to get angry and shout at people? Even when other would get angry by being
overwhelmed, I work well under pressure and stress. However, when I do encounter particularly hostile
customers I always make it a point to apologize for the problem. I also ask them to give me just a moment to
grab a manager who can better assist with the problem. What does customer service mean to you? I have
always prided myself on providing excellent customer service. When dealing with customers I make it a point
to address each individual, instead of only speaking to the person ordering. I also always try my best to
address any problems the guest may have. I have previous experience working in the restaurant business, and
experience as an assistant manager at a retail store. Both of these positions required me to sharpen my
customer service skills, and work in a fast paced environment. While working as an assistant manager I found
that I am very good at directing a team, while also working as part of the team. Do you think you can handle
the stress that goes along with working in a fast food environment? I believe that working in these positions
has prepared me to handle any stress that may come with working in a fast food restaurant. Would you have a
problem cleaning the bathroom if I asked you to? As a shift manager it would be my job to direct my team, but
also to work as part of the team. This would mean I still had to complete all parts of the job, including
cleaning bathrooms. Where do you see yourself in 5 years? What is your biggest weakness? I tend to bite off
more than I can chew. What I mean by this is that I take on my own work load. I still manage to get everything
done on time, just with less sleep. What is your greatest strength? I have strong communication skills. I also
pride myself on my ability to convince others that they need to purchase specific items. You can also follow
the company on one of these job boards containing interview tips and company information: Visited 90, times,
84 visits today.
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The Job Application As we keep reviewing with you, the interviewer's first impression of you can significantly determine
how the interview will proceed. Many people don't put enough emphasis in the manner they complete their job
application.

At the end of your immigrant visa interview at the U. Embassy or Consulate, the consular officer will inform
you whether your visa application is approved or denied. Please review the printed information right away to
make sure there are no errors. If there are any spelling errors, contact the embassy or consulate promptly.
Customs and Border Protection at a port-of-entry often an airport upon your arrival in the United States. You
must not open the sealed packet. An immigrant visa is usually valid for up to six months from the date of
issuance unless your medical examination expires sooner, which may make your visa valid for less than six
months. Only children who enter the United States under the Orphan or Hague adoption programs, Iraqi and
Afghan special immigrants, returning residents SB-1s , and those issued K visas are exempt from this fee.
Therefore, it is recommended that your child have complete vaccination records before immigrating. Entering
the United States When traveling to the United States, the primary or principal applicant must enter before or
at the same time as family members with visas. With your immigrant visa before it expires , and sealed packet,
you will travel to a U. A visa does not guarantee entry into the United States. The Department of Homeland
Security, U. When you are admitted, you will enter as a Lawful Permanent Resident, also called a green card
holder, and will be permitted to work and live permanently in the United States. About Visa Denials In some
situations the consular officer does not have sufficient information needed to process your application to
conclusion, or you may be missing some supporting documentation. The consular officer will inform you if
information or documents are missing and how to provide it. The consular officer will inform you if additional
administrative processing is necessary. In some instances, the law might allow you to apply for a waiver or the
ineligibility. If you are able to apply for such a waiver, the consular will advise you on the steps to take.
Embassy or Consulate , nearest your residence abroad, where you will apply and be interviewed for your U.
What does it mean to be a
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For Part II, students will need to complete an application and participate in a mock interview with another student. For
this application, you can distribute job applications collected from local businesses, or you can use the Mock Job
Application: Spell-It-Right Research Institute printable again for this activity.

Prepare for each stage of the admissions process and present your best self on your corps member application.
Tips For Your Online Application The online application is your first opportunity to tell us about your
accomplishments, experiences, and interest in Teach For America. You will upload your resume and respond
to a short-answer question. Read about ways to improve your online application. You can also check out our
stories , which frequently feature articles about corps members, alumni, students, and others in the TFA
community. Amplify Your Resume On your resume, you should highlight your academic and professional
achievements and leadership experience. Examples of Effective Resumes: Make sure you answer the question
thoroughly. Strong short-answer responses will: Instead our two interviewers were welcoming and kind, and
the whole experience was very comfortable. I feel confident that I was able to make the best impression
possible. The pre-interview activity consists of four short-answer questions. Below are some suggestions for
submitting the best responses possible. Typically, applicants spend about hours completing the pre-interview
activity. Elaborate In Your Responses There is no suggested length for your responses; use your best judgment
and answer each question fully. However, you are encouraged to provide specific evidence or elaboration
when possible. Please make sure to stay on topic in each response. Save and Double-Check As you work
through the activity, be sure to save your work along the way. Once you submit your activity, you will not be
able to make edits to your responsesâ€”so be sure to check your work. Interviewing can be done in person at
sites around the country or virtually, via online videoconferencing services. Be sure to dress professionally.
Your support can go a long way. We admit every applicant who meets our bar for our admission, which means
applicants are not in competition with each other for a limited number of spots.
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An interview is more than just being asked questions by an interviewer and responding correctly. It's your opportunity to
make a great impression, and showcase what an asset you will be to the company.

Missed interviews Applicants and the interview The CalFresh interview serves two main purposes. One
purpose is to acquaint the applicant with the program, to answer questions that applicant may have, and to
inform applicants of their rights and responsibilities. Interviews are conducted at application and
recertification. Counties also have existing non-waiver authority to allow households to do a telephone
interview without a scheduled appointment by calling into the county. Applicants are allowed to bring anyone
they want to the interview. Interviews are routinely done by telephone for both applications and
recertifications. Counties can do face-to-face interviews if necessary. However, if a face-to-face interview
would be a hardship, the interview must be done by telephone or at a home visit. Counties must inform
applicants that they can have a face-to-face interview and must provide a face-to-face interview if that is
requested. The place where the interview occurs must be adequate to preserve the privacy and confidentiality
of the interview. The applicant household also has an enforceable right to interpreter services for the
interview. See the section about people who do not speak English for detailed information about the right to
interpreter services. County case workers and the interview County case workers have a responsibility to make
the applicant feel at ease in the interview. The case worker should help applicants through the rest of the
application process. If the applicant has not filled out all of the CalFresh application, California requires the
case worker to help the household complete the application. This helps ensure that the applicant knows what is
expected of her, if determined eligible. The Food and Nutrition Act requires the CalFresh office, at the time of
application, to give the household a list of things it must do to determine eligibility. Citizenship could be
proved by a birth certificate, baptismal record, and so on. The county cannot request a specific type of
verification, nor can it require an applicant to successfully get the proof. The county request must state that the
county can help obtain verification, and may be able to pay fees related to getting the requested
documentation. Simply put, the CalFresh office cannot require applicants to succeed in getting all the
information, so long as the applicant can show proof of trying all reasonable efforts to get it. Households must
be given at least 10 days from the date of the request to provide required verification. The county must work
out a time with the applicant for the visit before a worker comes, however it does not have to tell applicants
the exact time of day of the visit. Applicants do not have to let workers visit their home, but this could lead to
a denial of benefits. Households, however, are not required to meet with one of its fraud investigators. For
related information, see the section of this Guide about fraud claims. Missed interviews If applicants miss their
first interview, the CalFresh office must try to help set up another interview. The county must notify each
household that misses its interview appointment that it missed the scheduled interview. The household is
responsible for rescheduling a missed interview. If the initial interview is missed, it is imperative for the
applicant to contact the county. If contacted within the day application window, the county must schedule a
second interview within this day period. However, an applicant can call the CalFresh office to request an
additional interview, but only if the office has not yet issued a denial. Once the CalFresh office has issued a
denial, the applicant is permitted to start the application process again.
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The interview is a distinctive part of the TFA application process and consists of three major components: sample
lessons, group activity, and personal one-on-one interviews. In-person interviews are held at hundreds of locations
across the country.

What do you know about the Port Testing? This is basically a procedure to simply test the same functionality
on the other devices for understanding its behavior on the different platforms. What is the scope of Mobile
Applications in the present time? Well, Mobile apps are widely replacing the software. More and more people
are utilizing their phones for performing various tasks. As their dependency on the phones in increasing, there
is probably nothing wrong to say that those apps are becoming more and more common. The good thing is
these days apps are capable to perform all the tasks that were once restricted to a PC by making use of a
software. Also, apps can be deployed for business enlargement and several other enterprises needs fulfillment.
What do you mean by the term WAP? In network applications, WAPI has important applications. It stands for
Wireless Application Protocol and plays a significant role in assuring the reliability of the network and the
good thing is, it make sure that applications can be deployed to other platforms for the testing purposes very
easily. Can you name a few automated testing tools you are familiar with? There are several tools available.
You can answer this question based on those who have experienced with or you have used. The common ones
are: Image Based tools and Object Based Tools. Can you tell what the tests that are generally performed are in
the standard Android strategy? Depending on the use and the features of a mobile application, there are other
test also which are generally performed in this environment. What do you mean by the Application Package?
The application package simply means the target application which needs to be tested for finding various
errors, performance parameters and other important information regarding an application. Name the two
classes which are present in the Test Package by default? Is it possible for the developers or testers to modify
the same? This includes the test methods and mock data for sample test and for inputs. The users can modify
the same depending on the overall complexity of the program or the code they are working on. Sometime the
Test Package has to deploy the application on another platform than the one it is based on and these classes are
useful during such approach. What type of testing should be taken into consideration according to you when
the regression tests are repeated multiple times? Tell something about the practices for Android testing with
which you are familiar with? However, you can answer this question simply by telling the interviewer about
the following practices which are common The very first ne is storing the test cases together with the source
code. The next one is assuring that the rooted devices devices on which a customized OS has been installed as
Android is an open source technology should be avoided. The third one is to build the test cases at the same
time when the codes are written by the developer and fourth one which is rare is making use of continuous
integration and executing the test whenever there is a change in the code is noticed. What are the bugs you
have find out while performing mobile application testing during your past experience? Some of the common
ones are crashing the phone OS during the test of a particular feature in the phone. Not able to perform any
task on the phone, GUI, bugs, a specific feature of an application is not operating this is very common. In
addition to this, the other ones are: Slow performance of an application 2. Consumption of more juice from the
battery by an application 3. Totally unresponsive behavior of an app Q. What do you understand with the term
Robo-electric testing? It is not always easy to perform the test on the Android Framework for the device. This
is because it takes a lot of time, as well as efforts to build different test cases and developing the strategies.
Thus, the Robo-electric approach simply let the users to run the Android test without depending o a simulator.
Can you tell about the problems which you have faced during your past experience while handling mobile
application testing programs in the Cloud environment? The most common problem is the high cost which is
obvious in the cloud. Next is issues that declare their presence because of uncertain internet connectivity.
Problems related to the subscription models and the lock-in situations are also critical to deal with. Moreover,
there are sometimes restrictions on the automation when it comes to using the same outside the framework.
What is the most common problem with the emulators according to you? They often fail to capture the
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important attributes of a device. Also, they suffer a lot from the compatibility issues if no open source
technology is considered. What is Usability Testing and what is its scope? It is basically a type of software
testing in which there is a micro group of end users take part in. It is generally done to find the defects which
are related with the usability of the application in mobile environment. One of the main aims of this test is to
make sure that users can easily use the app under all the conditions. Generally, attention is given on the
application flexibility and controls of the apps. The other name of this testing is User Experience Testing Q.
List out the types of mobile app testing? Different types of mobile app testing as follows:
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Chapter 9 : Application & Interview | Teach For America
The purpose of the interview is for you to push yourself and try to look your best in the eyes of the interviewer. You can
do it very briefly in the follow-up email as well. Don't declare yourself the greatest of all time but highlight your skills and
achievements.

Embassy or Consulate interview preparation instructions. On the scheduled date and time of your interview
appointment, go to the U. A consular officer will interview you and accompanying family member
beneficiaries and determine whether or not you can receive an immigrant visa. As part of the interview
process, ink-free, digital fingerprint scans will be taken. Who Must Attend the Interview You, your spouse,
and any qualified unmarried children immigrating with you, must participate in the interview. All applicants
required to participate will be named on the interview appointment letter you receive from the NVC. They will
be scheduled for a separate interview appointment. You should contact the U. Embassy or Consulate directly
to arrange separate interviews, if needed. What to bring to the Interview The applicant is responsible to bring
all required original civil documents, and photocopies of the original civil documents, to the visa interview.
Failure to bring all required original civil documents and the photocopies to the interview may cause delay or
denial of the visa. The following documents must be available at the interview: Some physicians send the
medical examination results directly to the U. Embassy or Consulate prior to your interview. Your original
documents will be returned to you when the interview has been completed. The photocopies will be kept.
However, if you or any family member did not pay all the necessary fees, you will be asked to pay any unpaid
fees at the U. Important Notice You should not make permanent financial commitments, such as selling your
house, car or property, resigning from your job or making non-refundable flight or other travel arrangements
until you have received your immigrant visa. Embassy or Consulate as soon as possible. If you do not contact
the U. Embassy or Consulate within one year of receiving your interview appointment letter, your case may be
terminated and your immigrant visa petition cancelled, and any fees paid will not be refunded. Embassy or
Consulate where your interview is scheduled. Can they accompany me instead? This may be done prior to
your immigrant visa interview, and additional forms and documents may need to be provided. Can my
children also receive immigrant visas, even if they were not originally part of the case? Embassy or Consulate
for specific instructions. At the interview, the additional applicant s will be required to pay the same fees and
submit the same forms and supporting documents as you. Also, they generally must enter the United States
with immigrant visas while still under age If you have a child who will be turning 21 soon, you should have
already notified the NVC. The NVC may be able to expedite your case. If you did not notify the NVC, then
you should immediately contact the U. Embassy or Consulate will determine whether an earlier appointment is
needed. If your child no longer qualifies to immigrate with you based on age, then a separate petition must be
filed for the child. There may be a significant delay before your child becomes qualified for a visa. Embassy
where your interview is scheduled. Effect on spouses and minor children: This benefits application because
there are no limits on the number of visas that can be issued each year in the IR categories. Children born
abroad after a parent became a U. They should apply for U. The consular officer will determine whether the
child is a U. If the consular officer determines the child is not a U. Effect on adult children: This may be
beneficial because sometimes the waiting time for an F2B visa is shorter than the waiting time for an F1 visa.
Applicants keep the priority date of their F2B petition even if it converts to the F1 visa category. Applicants
whose case is at a U. Embassy or Consulate overseas should ask the embassy to submit a request on their
behalf.
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